PROFESSIONAL STATEMENT: A new path to restoration

Until now my life has been drawing on around my studies and my basic goal year after year has been to evolve in my training. This situation has made me to think about some doubts related with my working future. It has not been until now, after five years, when I have realised about what I would like to dedicate me in my future and what kind of profile I would really like to achieve.

Personally, one of the most interested things to me for my future is to improve and to modify the existing architecture that is why I opt for the restoration world. I find interesting how to improve the healthiness, habitability, security conditions, etc, moreover this branch is very related with the technology and construction. These two classes have been the ones I have liked the most because of the fact that they give a lot of importance to the materials, how we can use them correctly and how we can consider them in order to design thinking in a direct relationship with human comfort. Definitely I realised about this interest for the restoration when I did the class called “intervenció en el parc edificat” in the eighth term where the professor showed us some real pictures with architecture defects and we had to detect them and try to give coherent answers in order to solve these problems. I am aware of I would like to start working in a difficult area but I would like to learn more things than I have already learnt, how to do building checking’s and how to detect these problems and defects in order to get good diagnosis to make good treatments.

On the other hand I love the on-site work and also in my future I would like to work on this. I have enjoyed doing working checks for Technology I and II. The most important fact to me is that constantly you are learning in a different way, seeing how all the different tasks are being evolved. I consider it is a good opportunity to be in touch and to observe the real life instead of to be in front of a screen or with a pencil and a piece of paper.

Thanks to my work experience in the engineering company and also in Telepizza and Decathlon it is easy to me to work as a team and to plan and organize the work to be as efficient as possible and therefore to complete work on time to meet projects deadlines. Also I am a serious and persistent person and I like to get good results in my work and that everything progresses properly.

As for my immediate future, I do not care about “where” but “what”; either good or bad, I have no ambition to belong in any great company or any renowned team but only to do whatever I really like, enjoying my work and especially learning lots of things every day. For the moment I do not know exactly what is the best way to approach me into the restoration world. On one hand I can send my curriculum to different companies related with this branch and on the other hand I can participate in some restoration competitions for architects and students which many of them give scholarships to the winners for training or collaboration in companies, one example would be the “REhabitando” competition organized by “Associació de Sostenibilitat i Arquitectura (ASA)”.

Even though this is the future in which I would like to be, I think that nowadays it is very far from me, probably I will adapt me to all my opportunities but I will have present the way in order to achieve what I really like for my future.